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Before you read: anticipating the topic
UaJM1
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What do you want to know from the text?

l

What kind of information it will contain?
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2. As you read: looking for the general ideas
tciu3u-m
b$~?~anJ

CilUMl main points 118: general organization
~&MI

specific details LLa: supporting details

&au development of main points.
3.

After you read: consider the overall organization

iionmJn~s~~~w~

1

Directions: Activity
I. Read the questions (as guidelines for the overall organization of the text).
2.

Decide what kind of information you are looking for.
(What is the whole paragraph about?)
Use prediction while reading to anticipate the topic.

3.

Skim for general understanding. (the sentence that has the answer to your question).

4.

Scan for specific information (a number, date or name, or charts).

5. Read the passage and answer the questions.

Sovereignty
P. 1

Sovereignty, another word from the Middle Ages (from the Old French “to
rule over”), originally meant the power of a monarch to rule over his or her
kingdom. Later the term broadened to mean national control over the country,
~boss of one’s own turf. Nations are very jealous of their sovereignty, and
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governments take great care to safeguard it. They maintain armies to deter
foreign invasion, they control their borders with passports and visas and they
hunt
P. 2

down

terrorists.

Disputes over sovereignty are among the nastiest the world faces. The
violence associated with them ripples out to many other countries.

Most

Palestinians would like Israel to disappear and be replaced with a new
sovereign entity, Palestine. The Israelis, of course, are not about to give up
their sovereignty, so they fight back tenaciously.
P. 3

In Northern Ireland. too, there is a question of sovereignty. Among the
Catholic minority, the Irish Republican Army has turned to murder and
bombings to pry Ulster away from British rule or sovereignty. The IRA wishes
to unite Northern Ireland with the Republic of Ireland in the south. Among the
Protestant majority, equally determined Loyalists vow they will never let that
happen. The result: a low-level civil war in which 3,000 people have been killed.

P. 4

In former Yugoslavia, Serbs living in Croatia and Bosnia refused to
accept declarations of independence by these two lands.

The Serbs

remembered how in World War II their relatives had been butchered by local
Fascists. The Serbs refused to live under Croatian or Bosnian sovereignty, so
they carved out wide areas of Croatia and Bosnia for their own Serbian
sovereign entities and massacred thousands of Croats and Bosnians in the way.
Interestingly, for centuries, when sovereignty was in the hands of either the
Turkish or Austrian empire, these people-who are basically the same and
speak the same language-got along.

It was when sovereignty was up for

grabs that they began to murder each other.
P. 5

Obviously, sovereignty and legitimacy are connected.

With a decline of

legitimacy may also come a decline of sovereignty. Lebanon illustrates how a
question of regime legitimacy can turn into a question of national sovereignty.
Lebanon was ruled for decades by Christians, even though they
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were a minority.

In the eyes of many Lebanese Muslims, the Lebanese

government in Beirut lacked legitimacy because it listened mostly to Christian
demands and tended to ignore Muslims.

In 1975, civil strife broke out as a

dozen politico-religious militias battled to assume a leading role. Syria occupied
eastern Lebanon in 1976, and Israel occupied southern Lebanon in 1982.
Essentially, Lebanon had lost its sovereignty.
territory nor repel foreign invaders.

It could neither control its own

Countries with weak legitimacy may lose

sovereignty and be easy pickings for expansionist neighbors.

On the other

hand, the more diplomatic recognition a country can obtain from other nation, the
more sovereignty and legitimacy it can maintain.

Roskin, Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science: An Introduction. 5 th. ed. New
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 4-5.

Directions: Choose the best answer.
1. Sovereignty comes from - meaning -’
a. Latin, to govern
b. Greek, to conquer
c. Old French, to rule over
2.

“Boss of one’s own turf’ means ~.
a.

national control over the country’s territory

b. the sport of horse racing
c.

the power of a monach

3. How can governments safeguard their sovereignty?
a.

By military armies to deter foreign invasion.

b.

By passports and visas to control their borders.

c. a and b
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4.

Which region was not given as an example of disputes over sovereignty?
a. The Middle East.
b. Asia.
c. Europe.

5. Which is correct?
a.

Countries with weak legitimacy may lose their sovereignty.

b.

Sovereignty and legitimacy are not connected.

c.

Diplomatic recognition has nothing to do with maintaining sovereignty.

iiona~aJn7ar4uM~
Directions:

2

Scan for “inputs”, “outputs”, “feedback”, “conversion process”

“black box” in the political systems model.

Simplifying

Reality

A model is a simplified picture of reality that social scientists develop to
order data, to theorize, and to predict. We have already considered some of the models
currently used in political science, and we will encounter others. By its very nature, a
model must simplify reality. A model that is as complex as the real world would be oi
no help in understanding the real world, but in simplifying reality models run the risk oi
oversimplifying. The real problem is the finite capacity of the human
mind. We cannot factor in all the information available at once; we must select which
points are important and ignore the rest. But when we do this, we may drain the blood
out of the study of politics and overlook many key points. Accordingly, as we encounter
models of politics--and perhaps as we devise our own--pause a moment to ask if the
model departs too much from reality. If it does, discard or alter the model. If there is
conflict between the theoretical model and reality, always let reality be your guide.
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POLITICAL

SYSTEMS

Let us consider a prominent example, the “political systems” model, which
has contributed to our understanding of politics by simplifying reality and has, in some
cases, departed from reality.

The idea of looking at complex entities as systems

originated in biology. Living entities are complex and highly integrated. The heart,
lungs, blood, digestive tract, and brain perform their functions in such a way as to keep
the animal alive. Take away one organ and the animal dies. Damage one organ and
the other components of the system alter the way they work in an effort to compensate
and keep the animal alive. The crux of systems thinking is this: You can’t change just
one component. A change in one component will also change all the others.
In the political systems model, the politics of a given country, many argued,
worked the same way as a biological system. According to the Easton model (Fig. 1.3)
citizens’ demands, “inputs”, are felt by the government decision makers, who process
them into authoritative decisions and actions, “outputs”. These outputs make an
impact on the social, economic, and political environment that the citizens may or may
not like. The citizens express their demands anew-this is the crucial “feedback” link
of the system, which may modify the earlier decision. Precisely what goes an in the
“conversion process” is left opaque, a “black box”.
In some cases, the political systems approach describes reality well. A
weak economy in the United States increasingly worried citizens.

A presidential

candidate, Bill Clinton, vowed to speed economic growth and create more jobs. As
president, Clinton attempted to couple such programs with tax increases, and the
feedback was negative. In another example, during the Vietnam war, feedback on the
military draft was very negative. The Nixon administration defused much youthful anger
by ending the draft in 1971 and changing to an all volunteer army. In yet another
example, the socialist economics of French President Francois

Mitterrand produced

inflation and unemployment. The French people, especially the business
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community, complained loudly, and Mitterrand altered his policy away from socialism
and back to capitalism. The new policy was reinforced when Mitterrand won reelection
in 1988. The feedback loop was alive and well in France.
I

I

FIGURE

1.3

A Model of the Political System

Social,

Economic, and Political Environment

Feedback

Roskin, Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science: An Introduction. New Jersey, Prentice,

20-21.
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Directions: Answer the questions

1. “Input” is
2. “Output” is
3. “Feedback” is
4. “Conversion process” is
5. A “black box” is

Directions: Find the topic sentence and support sentences.

Read the following paragraph and answer the questions.

The Cold War
Now fading into history, the Cold War was a period of armed tension

(1)

and profound mistrust between the Soviet Union and the United States. Both
perceived the other side as a hostile enemy. The Cold War started shortly after
and as a direct consequence of World War II. Stalin’s Red Army had fought the
Nazis back through Eastern Europe, and Stalin was not about to give up what
his country had lost some 20 million lives for. Stalin turned Eastern Europe into
a protective barrier for the Soviet Union by setting up obedient Communist
governments in each land and stationing Soviet troops there.

Roskin, Michael G. et al. 1994,‘Political

Science: An Introduction. New Jersey, Prentice,

387.

1.

What is the topic of this paragraph?
The topic b the Cold War.
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2.

Indicate the topic sentence, the one that is the most general, which states the main
idea of this paragraph.
The topic sentence is ‘the Cold War was a period of armed tension and profound

mistrust between the Soviet Union and the United States’.

3. “The support sentences give the following details about the Cold War :
Who’?

= The Soviet Union and the United States.

Why?

= They were hostile enemies.

When?

= shortly after World War II.

How?

= a direct consequence of WWII :
- Stalin’s Red Army had fought the Nazis back through eastern
Europe.
- Stalin was not about to give up what his country had lost some 20
million lives for.
- Stalin turned Eastern Europe into a protective barrier for the
Soviet

Union.

- Stalin set up Communist governments in each land.
- Soviet troops were stationed there.

The West, led by the United States, viewed this action with great alarm.

(2)

Stalin looked like another Hitler, a dictator bent on world conquest, and the
United States took steps to stop it. In the spring of 1947, Washington came up
with three connected policies that formed the basis of U.S. foreign policy for
decades.

Roskin, Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science: An Introduction. New Jersey, Prentice,
387.
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The topic sentence of this paragraph is
= The West viewed this action with great alarm.
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At the height of the Cold War, the world seemed divided into two

(5)

camps, one led by Washington, the other by Moscow, with very little in between.
The condition was called bipolarity. Some see a bipolar system as essentially
stable and comforting: You know where you stand. Others argue that it was a
dangerous system, for it induced a “zero-sum” mentality (whatever I win, you
lose), which pushed the superpowers into dangerous positions in the Third
World. Every place on earth seemed to be strategic and worth fighting for. The
United States, for example, intervened in Iran,
Guatemala,

Indonesia,

Lebanon, the Congo (now Zaire), the Dominican

Republic, and elsewhere on the suspicion that if we did not secure these areas,
the Soviets would. What is called the “contingency argument” was often heard:
If we don’t take it, someone else will. In this way, Cold War fears drove both
superpowers to extreme and ill-advised interventions, the Americans in Vietnam
and the Soviets in Afghanistan,

Roskin, Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science: An Introduction. New Jersey,
Prentice,
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The world seemed divided into two camps...called bipolarity.
zadlu

Washington WUlUdJ

fhhu

Moscow WJlfJfiJ

the U.S.A.

Russia

Some see a bipolar system as essentially stable and comforting : you know where

you

stand.
Others argue that it was a dangerous system, for it induced a “zero-sum” mentality.
(whatever I win, you lose).....
to induce

= to lead on, imply, to bring on or bring about

mentality

= mental power or attitude

the Third World

=

strategy

dx~n~Iani%m

HUlU6J

Underdeveloped

countries

IJxLn~Aner~w~l

= 1. The science and art of military command exercised to
meet the enemy in combat under advantageous
conditions.
2. A clever plan or method.
3. The art of employing plans towards achieving a goal.

to intervene

= to come in between
(by way of hindrance or modification): to settle a quarrel

intervention

= nl~b~lllnsnlraJnlJnlsbaoJ
lL~J~U~J+XlaJt~UtlPl~

“contingency

nl=mm

~a!-&! A m e r i c a

LLRffl Soviet L"ulLLy15nLLTlJ~N

Lhaanm

Afghanistan

argument”

contingent (adj.)= possible, unforeseen or an event that might happen in the future
(especially an undesirable one) l??Idh-h?il “If we don’t take it,
someone else will.”
(:contingency theory

: contingency fund
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At no time did the superpowers-the only two countries with global

(4)

warmaking powers, the United States and the Soviet Union-fight each other
directly. Both were afraid of escalation, the natural tendency for a conflict to
become more and more intense. If U.S. and Soviet forces started even a little
battle somewhere, say, over Berlin, it would probably grow, engaging
conventional forces all over Europe. Then one or both sides would use small
tactical nuclear weapons. The other side would strike back with bigger nuclear
weapons, and soon the superpowers would be raining nuclear missiles on each
other’s homeland. The fear of this development is the basis for deterrence;
both sides are so afraid of the results that they deter each other from starting a
major war.
The crux of deterrence is not just having enough nuclear warheads and

(5)

missiles to deliver them but also making sure that enough of them could survive
a first strike by the other side. Then you can hit back with a second strike. If
you have credible second-strike capability, the other superpower will not attack
you, for it knows that it will be horribly mutilated in retaliation.
Deterrence is based on both sides understanding that they will suffer mutual
assured destruction.
(‘3)

Did deterrence work? Sure, say its proponents; there was no nuclear war.
Skeptics wonder, though, what could happen in times of great stress, when
mistrust is especially high and fingers are very close to nuclear triggers.
Supporters argue that the deterrence system had “crisis stability”, the ability to
withstand even a major U.S.-Soviet confrontation.

They point to the Cuban

missile crisis of 1962 as a close call. We learned decades later that there were
indeed Soviet nuclear warheads in Cuba and that local commanders would likely
have used them if attacked. Kennedy’s choice of a naval blockade allowed
Khrushchev to back down without direct conflict. The missile
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crisis had a sobering effect on both superpowers, which soon began arms
control talks to slow down and control the arms race. Perhaps the high point
of arms control was the 1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty by
which the Soviet eliminated 1,835 missiles with 3,000 warheads and the United
States 850 missiles with one warhead each. Triumphantly, President Reagan
left office as a man of peace. The fall of the Berlin Wall in late 1989 seemed to
mark the definitive end of the Cold War.

Roskin. Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science: An /ntroduction. New Jersey, Prentice,

387-388.

Vocabulary
(4) to escalate

= to expand, to rise

: escalation

for a conflict to become more and more intense
= restrain, hinder, discourage

to deter
deterrence

= aJlCilSfllTUUPI~J, txtai

(5) the crux of deterrence

=

fmOod5i~.

nis0ojn”Ma~csiinai~~in’iTBI

nuclear warheads and missiles
nuclear

warheads

= Pl”?ilT?mhra~~sT?T-l~~~~t~~o~

missiles

= mm,

mutilated

= massacre, killed, crippled

retaliate

= to return like for like, esp. to get revenge
maplb~,

5hJMl?6

ttfml

(6) 1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces treaty (INF) iTU%$~l~~~l~~

fW&&mmnwi3

Y

~oila~n~i~t~~b~~cjl~J~~~~n’Ynl~~~iU~ittWJtUO~~IW

The fall of the

Berlin Wall in late 1989 seemed to mark the definitive end of the Cold War.
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Questions and Answers:
I. Scan for the key words by indicating the paragraph number where they are
found.
1.

Stalin’s Red Army

=(

1

7. escalation

=(

1

2.

“zero-sum” mentality

=(

1

8. “crisis

=(

1

3.

deterrence

=(

1

9. INF treaty

=(

1

4.

bipolarity

=(

1

10. Kennedy

=(

1

5.

Zaire

=(

1

11. the Berlin Wall

=()

=(

1

12. “contingency argument”

=(

6. second strike

stability”

1

II. Choose the correct answer:
Paragraphs 1 to 3
1. The Cold War
a . was a period of armed tension between the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union
b.

started at the end of World War I

c.

was at the time of Hitler

d. All are correct.
2. Bipolarity
a.

is the situation where the polar regions are divided into North and South poles

b.

is the condition when the world was divided into two camps

c.

refers to Stalin and President Truman

d. was led by the United States
3. What were the attitudes towards a bipolar system?
a. It was stable.

b. ‘You know where you stand.”

c. “Whatever I win, you lose”’

d. All are correct.

4. According to the passage, which country was @ listed under the U.S.
interventions?
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a. Iran.

b. The Dominican Republic.

c. Afghanistan.

d. Vietnam.
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5.

“If we did not secure these areas,.. .I’
What does “we” refer to?

6.

a. The Soviet Union.

b. The U.S.A.

c. The Third World.

d. President Truman.

“If we don’t take it, someone else will” Is an example of
a. superpower interventions

b. bipolarity system

c. “zero-sum” mentality

d. “contingency argument”

7. “Contingency” means
a. an undesirable event

b. an impossibility

c. a possible future event
+

d. a quota

Paragraphs 4 to 6
8. What was the result of the deterrence system?
a. There was no nuclear war.
b.

The other side struck back with bigger nuclear weapons.

c.

A superpowers started a nuclear war.

d.

A nuclear war was terminated.

9. What was the result of the INF treaty in 1978?
a. The arms race was under control.
b. The Soviets and the U.S.A. increased missile stocks.
c.

President Kennedy’s chose of a naval blockade.

d. The Cuban missile crisis.
10. When was the end of the Cold War?
a.

President Reagan left the presidency.

b.

The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.

c.

1987 Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces treaty.

d. Khruschev-Kennedy confrontation in 1962.
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